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.JUPITER'S MAGNETIC TAIL: VOYAGER 1
ABSTRACT
Magnetic field observations by the Voyager 1 spacecraft during the
outbound traversal of the Jovian magnetosphere in March 1979 suggest
the detection of an extended magnetic tail, which has been formed by
the solar wind interaction with the planetary field. The apparent
diameter of the tail is 300-400 R  but its length is not measured.
When combined with the GSFC 04 model of the planetary field, this
magnetosphere topology leads to polar cap auroral zones approximately
X00
 in diameter, considerably smaller than Earth's. The northern zone
is found to be highly eccentric, encircling neither the rotational pole
nor the magnetic pole of Jupiter, and limited to System III (1965)
longitudes133 0
 to 190 0
 and latitudes X620 - 820.
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INTRODUCTION
In March 1979, Voyager 1 became the third spacecraft to penetrate
and study in situ the magnetosphere of Jupiter. Earlier observations
and interpretations from Pioneers 10 and 11 in 1973-74 indicated the
development of a magnetodisk topology describing the magnetospherel.
In this model, the combined effects of rapid rotation and a strong
planetary magnetic field yield an equatorial region with a considerably
enhanced charged particle and plasma population and distended magnetic
field lines2 . Thus, the central region of the magnetodisk effectively
carries an azimuthal electrical current and this region is commonly
referred to as the current sheet. Controversy arose over whether the
current sheet of the magnetodisk was planar and parallel to the magnetic
equatorial plane, with a spiraling cf the magnetic meridian planes and
field lines due to a finite Alfven speed 3 , or if the current sheet and
magnetodisl•
 were distorted due to the centrifugual forces and deviated
or "floppy" so as to become parallel to the Jovigraphic equatorial
plane at distances greater than 20 R J R{ . In addition, an
attempt %as made to interpret the data qualitatively in the framework
of a "magnetic anomaly" model 5 , based upon the highly asymmetric
planetary field4 ' 6, which did not include an azimuthal current sheet,
The common feature of these earlier interpretations was that they
were all hased upon a planet-centered view of the processes and
mechanisms which control the configuration of the outer magnetosphere.
It is the purpose of this brief note to discuss the Voyagcr 1 experi-
mental observations, which are most naturally interpreted in terms of
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a well develcped magnetic tail on the nightside of the Jovian
magnetosphere. This tail, with a "neutral sheet" separating the upper
and lower lobes of opposite field polarity, is formed and controlled
by the external forces associated with the solar wind interaction.
The inner magnetosphere's current sheet is found to merge with the tail's
neutral sheet. This configuration leads to a strong local time control
of the outer Jovian magnetosphere configuration, in contrast to earlier
models which emphasized	 inner, i.e. planetary, control.
OBSERVATIONS
A sunmiary of the preliminary results obtained from the Voyager 1
magnetometer has already been presented 7 . The Voyager 1 spacecraft
entered the Jovian magnetosphere at a local time of 1100 with magneto-
pause crossings observed at Jovicentric distances between 67 and 47 R 
and ex{.ted the magnetosphere at a local time of 0400 with magnetopause
crossings occurring between 153 and 170 R J . Characteristic current
sheet-neutral sheet signatures were observed in the magnetic field
data, as the spacecraft passed through the magnetosphere. 'I1iey
manifested themselves as significant decreases in the magnetic field
intensity, occurring simultaneous with variations in the direction of
the magnetic field. "These are interpreted in the inner magnetosphere,
R < 30 RJ , as evidence for a large scale azimuthal current or a current
sheet within the magnetosphere.
Within 30 RJ , these magnetically characteristic reg,kons occurred
nearly simultaneous with the crossing of the magnetic equatorial plane.
Although the field intensity decreased appreciably, it never reached
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zero,and the variation of field direction was gradual and not consistent
with the nearly anti-parallel field directions on opposite sides of the
current sheet which were observed at larger radial distances. Beyond
30 Rip the characteristics of the current sheet crossings were similar
to those seen when crossing the neutral sheet in the Earth's magnetic
tail: a sharply defined dip in the field intensity, to very small values,
while the field direction changed by approximately 180 0 . Within 80 RJ,
there were two sheet crossings every 10 Fours, although not at a 5 hour
spacing. Beyond 80 Rip complete traversals of the current sheet were
not observed as evidenced in the field direction. However, very close
approaches were made, as seen in the field intensity dips and increased
higher frequency fluctuations which occurred with regularity at the 10
hour rotation period of the planet. The times of the occurrence of the
full traversals merged as the two traversals per rotation period changed
to one partial traversal per rotation period.
Figure 1 presents a diagram of the trajectory of the spacecraft
outbound from periapsis as observed in both Jovian dipole magnetic
coordinates (tilt = 9.6 0 and System III (1965) longitude = 2020 ) and
solar magnetospheric coordinates, This illusLiates the change from
planetocentric control of the occurrence of sheet crossings to solar
wind control in the outer magnetosphere. In the upper part of Figure 1
it is seen that within 25 R I , the current sheet crossings, denoted by
X's, clearly occur nearly coincident with the spacecraft traversal
	 '
of the magnetic equatorial plane. This is to be contrasted with the
lower panel in which there is no consistency with traversal of the
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solar magnetospheric equatorial plane. In the outer portion of the
Voyager 1 magnetosphere traversal, the magnetic dips,indicated by 0's,
are seen to occur during those portions of the trajectory which were
near or below the solar magnetospheric equatorial plane. 'llie dips
were sometimes observed as extended periods of reduced and variable
field strength. Such intervals are shown by sequences of 0's. The
conclusion frov this figure is that the magnetospheric structure is
characterised by a transition from a magnetic equatorial current sheet
to the neutral sheet of the tail which is approximately parallel to
file solar magnetospheric X-Y plane.
Earlier studies of the Pioneer 10 outbound trajectory had primarily
emphasized the times of crossing or penetration of the current sheet2'3,
In order to correctly understand the magnetic field observations, However,
it is also important to properly consider the configuration of the
magnetic field. In order to study these Voyager l data further, we
appropriately transform the vector observations into solar magnetosphere
coordinates. Figure 2 presents a projection of the hourly averaged
X-Y and Y-Z components in both the X-Y and Y-Z planes along the .rajectory
of Voyager 1. The position of the magnetopause is included in the upper
panel and was derived by matching the mid points of the inbound and
outbound regions of multiple crossings. The length of the field vectors
was scaled logarithmically as Y. (I + log Ii i j ) where i j = xy or yz , with
representative values of 1 and 100 nT (nano tesla) illustrated. The
periodic traversal of the current sheet within 80 R is irznediateiy
evident in the alternating direction of vectors in the X-Y projection.
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Those vectors with a positive X component were observed above the
current sheet and a negative X component below. Note that the field
direction observed in the X-Y plane does not change significantly
along the trajectory and indeed approaches a direction, which as the
magnetopause is approached, is parallel to the magnetopause.
'Me X-Z projection shows that close to the planet there is a
substantial negative Z component, consistent with the inner magneto-
sphere being dominated by the planetary dipole term. The field
vectors beyond 30 R  tend to be more parallel to the solar magnetospheric
equatorial plane for the most part. However, the field vectors do show
an increasingly southward tilt at larger radial distances and at
increasingly smaller and also more negative values of the spacecraft
ZSM position.
Comparing these data to the Figure 1 diagram in SM coordinates, it
is noted that both the orientation of the field at negative SM latitudes
and the occurrence of incomplete current sheet crossings is consistent
with a current sheet merging with a neutral sheet surface which bends
southward at larger distances at this time. It should be emphasized
that due to the long transit time from periapsis to first outbound
magnetopause crossing, 10 days, some of the variations in the data may
reflect temporal variations in the magnetosphere structure. These are
convolved with large scale spatial variations, which form the principal
subject of this report.
The direction of the field and the position of the current sheet
and neutral sheet, as either directly observed or inferred, is quite
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reminiscent of observations made in the vi.inity of the Earth by
spacecraft traversing the magnetic tail in the dawn region of the
terrestrial magnetosphere. To illustrate this point, Figure 3 presents
magnetic field observations from the IMP I satellite which discovered
the Earth's magnetic tail $ . This figure shows that near the dawn
terminator, the field is distorted from the magnetic meridian planes
and ss bent backward so as to parallel the magnetopattse boundary.
Superimposed on this diagram are the trajectories of Voyager 1 outbound
and Pioneer 10 assuming equal scaling of ti,e positions of the magneto-
pauses. The Voyager 1 magnetic field results as shown in the upper
panel of Figure 2 are consistent with those to be expected from this
figure. It is also seen from this figure that along the Pioneer 10
trajectory,less tailward than Voyager 1, a magnetic tail would still be
evidenced. The field orientation would change from the magnetic
meridian plane when close to the planet, and b4pcome gradually
deflected tailwards until an angle of approximately 60  is reached
near the dawn terminator, paralleling the magnetopause. 'Chis is exactly
the behavior observed by the Pioneer 10 magnetic field experiment 4.
The Pioneer 10 observations .just inside the magnetopause also
showed several complete traversals of the current sheet4. This is
most readily understood if solar wind control of the outermost
regions of the Jovian magnetosphere was the responsible mechanism,
rather than an internal process as required by the alternate
models. Thus we conclude that,on the basis of Voyager 1 magnetic
field observations, a consistent model of the Jovian outer ma_,ietosphere
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should incorporate the developmt-nt of an uxtended magnetic tail with
an embedded neutral sheet.
INTERPRE'rA'rIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
11ie observations of the positions of the outbound magnetopause
crossings imply a magnetic tail radius of 300-400 Rif if the tail is
assumed to be roughly circular, Shown in Figure 4 is a sketch
portraying the distortion of the magnetic field in the current sheet
region in the inner magnetosphere and the merging of the magnetodisk
current sheet with the neutral sheet of the magnetic tail in the outer
magnetosphere. 11iis diagram is based primarily upon an analogy with
terrestrial magnetosphere studies and is adapted for Jupiter by showing
a much larger distension of the magnetic field lines near the current
sheet. Jupiter also presenvi a smaller angle of attack for the solar
wind, relative to the magnetic equatorial plane of Jupiter, because
of the small obliquity to the ecliptic of the Jovian rotation axis
(-30 ). Nonetheless, the observed curvature of the neutral sheet and
current sheet observed by Voyager 1 in the outbound traversal imply a
three dimensional geometry so that the tail is not symmetric about
the neutral sheet. We expect that Voyager 2, which will pass further
down the magnetic tail,will provide additional insight on the structure
of the Jovian magnetosphere, especially the outer portion,
As at Earth, it can be assumed that the magnetic field in the
magnetic tail connects to the polar cap regions in order to estimate
the size of the polar cap region itself. Figure 5 presents a comparison
of tail field observations near the magnetopause by Voyager 1
f	 1
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and Pioneer 10 with theoretical models which assume a polar cap radius
of 8°, 10 0 and 13°. For this computation, it is assumed that only the
planetary magnetic dipole term is responsible for the total flux
connecting to the magnetic tail. As seen in Figure 5, voyager 1 and
Pioneer 10 suggest a polar cap auroral zone of 10°+1°. 11his
is substantially smaller than Farth's, which is approximately 18 0 to
22
0
. 11iis is also much smaller than the polar cap region inferred
at Mercury by the same analysis, approximately 180 - 26 °.
Earth's magnetic tail field is known to decrease significantly
in magnitude down the tail and t 	 n ary in time due to changing solar
wind and internal magnetospheric conditions. It is not possible from
the limited data presently available at Jupiter to determine whether
or not the same analytical form is valid. However, due to probable
merging across the neutral sheet and flaring of the magnetopause
boundaries, the field intensity in the Jovian tail is expected to
decrease significantly tailward and indeed, the Voyager 1 (3 nT)
and Pioneer 10 (5 n'r) observations show this to be true.
The implication of the existence of a magnetic tail, with respect
to the polar cap region, can be further studied by determining more
precisely the location of the polar cap auroral zones. While this
cannot be done for an exact model of the Jovian magnetosphere, a
reasonable approximation can be made. The equivalent dipole co-latitude
has been computed to equate the polar cap flux to the total flux in the magnetic
tail. With these values, we then trace the magnetic field lines from the
	 I
equator at those radial distances corresponding to 8° and 13° using
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the CSFC 04 planetary magnetic field representation, including quadrupole
and octupole terms, but neglecting external currents. The auroral zones
so derived are shown in Figure 6.
The small size of the zones is immediately evident as is a
surprisingly large eccentricity of the nort'iern polar cap. The asymmetric
position of the oval is due to the specifi k
 multipole characteristics of
the planetary field while its size is determined by the number of field
lines required to connect to Lite total flux in the magnetic tail, Also
shown are the footprints of the Io fluxtube, which map out the position
of the Jovian line of force which threads the satellite Io as it orbits
the planet. It has been known for sometime that the relative position
of the satellite Io is
	 related to the probability of observing
decametric emi3sion from the Jovian polar regions L^ Although a specific
merhani.-m has not yet been developed for explaining these emissions,
there is now reasonably good agreement between the maximum frequencies
expected (39.0 rill?) based upon the observed maximum magnetic field
intensity (14.0 Gauss) and the observed maximum frequency (39.5 niz),
assuming emission at the electron cyclotron frequency. We point to
the uniquely eccentric position of the northern polar cap auroral zone
of Jupiter as an important and anomalous feature of the Jovian
magnetospheric configuration. Table 1 presents the coordina;:es of the
polar cap auroral zones, assumed dipole co-latitude of 10 0 , and field
magnitude (in Gauss).
SUMMARY
The observations from Voyager 1 taken while the .;pacecraft exited
the magnetosphere of Jupiter in March 1979 show rather convincing
evidence of the development of an extended magnetic 	 : and imbedded
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neutral sheet in the nightside magnetosphere of Jupiter, which is
formed by the solar wind interaction. "Phis indicatts substantial
external control of the outer magnetosphere of Jupiter rather than
only inner control as postulated by the magretodisk and magnetic
anomaly models. The size of the tail inferred (300-400 R  diameter)
and the field intensity measured (3 nT) imply rather smaller polar
cap regions at Jupiter than at Earth. The complex planetary magnetic
field model GSFC 04 yields a highly eccentric northern polar cap region,
encircling neither rotation axis nor magnetic axis.
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LIST OF FIGURES
•	 1. Position of Voyager 1 spacecraft during exit from Jovian magneto-
sphere in magnetic dipole (upper) and Solar Magnetospheric (SM-below)
coordinates,. SM coordinates are right-handed, non-rotating and
defined with XSM axis from planet to sun, ZSM axis in plane formed
by XSM and M, the magnetic dipole moment of the planetary field.
Thus, they "rock" back and forth about the planet sunline following
the magnetic dipole.
2. Projection of hourly average magnetic field components, in solar
magnetosphere coordinates, along Voyager 1 trajectory. The observed
stratification in the lower panel into lour apparently distinct
levels is a consequence of the relative phasing between the hourly
averages shown and the very nearly 10 hour rocking; perodicity of
the coordinate system,
3. Relative position of Voyager 1 and Pioneer 10 trajectories super-
imposed on results obtained by a survey of the Earth's magnetic
tail by IMP-i (Explorer 18).
4. Sketch of noon-midnight magnetic meridian plane (the X-Z SM plane)
geometry of Jovi.ar field lines and current sheet-neutral sheet.
5. Relationship between radius of Jovian magnetic tail and field
intensity, assuming conservation of polar cap magnetic flux in
magnetic tail.
6. Jupiter's polar cap auroral zones predicted from the observed
	 ,
magnetic tail and the GSFC; 04 planetary field model.
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